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Hawk, Dove Take Positions on. Vietnam War

- -- HaWk
David Hardy, debating on Vietnam with Rob·
inson, suggested that United States presence
in Vietnam is keeping Chma in China and
out of Vietnam. Hardy, an Irishman, has
had considerable experience in Southeast
Asia in the military. (Photo by Al Davis) -

By Virginia Olds
A hawk and a dove tooY.
opposite
stands Wednesday
night in McConnell Auditoriuir.
in what was termed a debate
on the question: "Is The U.S.
Military Presence in Southeast
Asia Necessary to Preserve
World Peace?"
The hawk was David Hardy,
an Irish fighting man who re.
ported and filmed wars and near
wars all over the world before
becoming director of the Morse
center for Study of Communications at Brandeis University,
Boston, Mass.
Taking the dove role wa.,
· James Robinson, a native of
Minnesota, who grew up in Mon.
tana and Washington and was
graduated from Washington State
University. A veteran foreign
correspondent for the National
Broadcasting Company, Robin.
son now is a correspondent
assigned to the U. s. State Depart.
ment.
Hardy's opening statement was
based on President Johnson's
John Hopkins University speech.
Hardy said the United States
wants nothing for itself in Viet.
nam, but only the independence
and freedom from attack for
the Vietnamese people.
He said the power vacuum
created by the decline of colon•
ialism after World War II left
the United States as 'the number
one power and policeman of ~he
. world.
"our military presence in ·
Southeast Asia has blocked the
amb~tion of China to subvert

countries in that area," Hard3•
stated.
Continuing, Hardy said, "The
average Asian doesn't like the
white American army, which
·looks too much like colonia!
armies, but they all agree that
we are needed there to pre.
serve the peace and stability
of Asia."
In rebuttal, Hardy said, ''We
1on't consistently have to be
concerned about morality. ·We
can't be the world's policeman
and be loved by everybody."
He maintained that America's
military presence in Southeast
Asia was necessary to our
national interest because China
wants to spread its influence
so it can deny our right as e.
Pacific power." Then he added,
"we're hung up on our legal con.
science. That's fine in church
but not in foreign relations.''
Hardy concluded his argument
by stating he opposed a truce
negotiation like the one ending
the Korea war and predicted that
the United States by using "a
mailed fist carefully and subtle
bombing in Vietnam could avoid
World War III."
Robinson, ia.ldngaSenator Ful.
bright sia.nce, decried the
immorality of the war and its
costs ln American lives and
money. He urged cessation of.
bombing as the only way leading
to negotiatjons. Robinson term.
ed the Vietnam conflict a civil
war in which the people see>:
unification of the country.
(Reprinted from the RECORD)

Dove
James Robinson, NBC news correspondent,
spoke out against United States involvement
in Vietnam Wednesday. Robinson called for
a halt in the bombing, making a first step
to~rd peace negotiation.

Ware Says Society Fails Negroes

Kiss ·soots
Wayman Ware, recent black -power candidate, told a
recent Curbstone audience that "the Negro is not born
with freedom. He must buy it by kissing boots." He
said "The federal government is maintained by people
who have a very simple political platform; keep the
nigger down and the price of cotton up."
(Photo by John Gladney)

.
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''Negro is not a race. It's
a thing you wear, a way of
life," according to Wayman
ware.
Ware, a loud-speaking 50.year.
old Negro who ran as a black
pawer candidate for a · Seattle
city council position, spoke be.
fore an enthusiastic, at times
hostile, Curbstone audience
Tuesday.
"What I will say to you !
have lived, rather than read,"
ware began.
"I found that, although this
society would work for you, it
would not work for me, or the
majority of the Negro communL.
ty. Therefore I had to find
another way of life. u ---.
"The Negro is not born with
freedom. He mustbuyitbykiss.
ing boots. >r"This type of freedom is re.
ally defined in our community
by the license of the majority
community to disrespect an3'
rights we have.,.,..
"Education doesn't give you.
this freedom. I went to the um.
v er sity of Washington, majoring
in mathematics and physics and
I graduated with a 3.27 g.p.a.
So I went over to Boeing and
I couldn't get a job breaking
boxes.
. "Fundamental to American so.
ciety is the preservation of.
racism. It becomes a matter
(Coa't on page 2) ·

The . Winners
Vying for Homecoming Queen are finalists (top, left to
right) Pam Hawkes, Barto; Jeannette Graham, Kamola;
Kathy Smith, Jennie Moore; (bottom, ~eft to right) Donm
Krause, ~lwood Manor and Teri Bowen, North Hall. The
queen will be crowned October 25 at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Auditorium.
(Photo by John Gladney)

MONEY SEEKERS
Service Your Dorms
With Personal Toiletries
And Earn A Good Wage
PHONE 925-1679 ..
5-7 P.M.

REGI STERm
NURSE
·wANTED .
3 p.m. to 11 p.m.
PARTIME
GOOD SALARY

925~1404·

Ware,

~on 't.

Government Keeps Negro Down
of you destroy it before it de.
stroys you.
"As I see it, men have two
really important relationships.
The first one being a relation.
ship of the person with the ruL.
ing forces in the society and
the other being how do I make
my living, or the relationship
of the person with the means of.
. production and distribution of
goods.
"The power in the!ederalgov.
ernment is maintained by people
who have a very simple polit.
ical platform; keep the nigger
down, and the price of cottonup.

ELECTRIC-HEAT .
HEATED POOL

AIR CONDITIONING
6th & Wa.t er St.

30 BEAUTIFUL UNITS'
..
925-3116

"Negroes are born as non..
persons and they need to assert
their fundamental right to be.
come a political entity."
Phil Rhodes, Curbstone em.
cee, closed the heated discussion
at 3 p.m. but as Warewalkedout
he continued his dialogue in the
corridor and was later directed
to the Cavern where discussion
continued for about two more
hours.

.Drug .Arres_tee Ta/ks Pot, Jail·
His crime: smoking marijuana..
His punishment: one year imprisonment.
His name: Shad English (Lyndon Hope).
While sitting in the Kittitafl County jail, English reflected upon his sentence.
"I got screwed. Sellers got only six months and five
years probation; I got one year.''
English, whose unshaven beard accents a hollow face,
traced his fascination for !.'pot."

"Hell man, I consider it an
insult to have to vote on open
housing. It's like having to vote
on my right to have the first
ten amendments to the Constt.
tution," Ware ~houted.
"You say people arebecoming
more liberal. Liberal • ·• • what
the hell does that mean to me?
I don't want a word, I want to
be equal before the law. I want
to do away with slave mental. ity. I don't want to· have to
prove nothing to white men.
The fact that I was born should
make me your equal before the
law. But it doesn't and that's
a fact."

"I read about it in high school and learned, through
various studies, it was not addictive or physically harmful.
The drug was not available untu I came here, though."

English, a senior at Central before his arrest four
months ago, used marijuana because it assisted him in lib·
erating his mind and body.
"The drug opened a few doors," English added.
English said the drug was easily accessible; he usually
bought his "pat" in Seattle's University District.

"I'm sure students at Central would have no difficulty
getting it (pat) here," he commented.

FRIDAY, OCT. 21ST

EngUsh does not ,plan to use marijuana upan his release.
"I never planned to use drugs all my life. I was initially
interested in their effect," he added.

9 a.m.-12 noon

"As a husband and father, I can't afford to be arrested
again," English continued.

1 p·. m.-4 p.m.

IN YOUR
COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

Recalling his arrest, he spake of family reactions.
"My parents were really mad; ready to disown me.
I was pretty upset they couldn't see my point."
They have since mellowed, according to EngUsh.

SEE
OUR
LARGE.
SELECTION
OF.SCHOOL

!

RINGS

Want To Teach

NOW

In Southern California?
Specialist from

Open:

Mon thru Fri.

JOHN ROBERTS
wants to meet you

7:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Saturdays
.11 a.m.-4 PJn.

"The person who has suffered the most, as a result
of my trial and subsequent iriprisonment, is my wife,''
English noted.
He is allowed to see her
once a week.
On imprisonment, English
said:
'~Physically, I'm deteriorating because I don't do anything. Mentally and spiritual·
ly, I've used incarceration to
my benefit."
Upan completion of his sen..
tence, English does not in·
tend to resume school.
"I don't know why I went
to schoo-1 in the first place.
I suppase my parents wanted
me to go," he remarked.
In a Uttle more than six
months English will be released from jail.
"I don't foresee any dif.
ficulty in securing a Job.
I'll 'probably go to Idaho or
Montana and make pattery.
Pottery, that's my thing,"
SHAD ENGLEH
English concluded.
"I am deteriora.tlngo''

He will assist you in selecting the ring that is
right for you ... with the proper stone, weight
and style, for the most lasting and beautiful
symbol of your educational achievement .

. FOUR WEEK SHIPMENJ".

A representative from the Oxnard
School District will be on campus to interview applicants for elementary
teaching positions on Feb. 17. Contact
the placement office for an· appoint1nent.

1
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8,EAlJTY SG HOOL
Sue Hopkins
Wilson

Julie Welles
Quigley

Pam Hawkes

Barto

Kim Hall
Hitchcock

Danielle Dolquist
Kennedy Hall

Evelyn Simser
Meisner

SELF SERV.1-CE
DRY CLEANING
FREE PRESSING
OF EACH LOAD
Until The Christmas Holidays

DURING ATIENDANT'S HOURS
i
Marlene Mlller
Munro
.j;}:: ...

Reggi Porad
Anderson

Virginia Poggi

Muzzall

MON.-FRl.-10 a.m.-4 p.m •
EVENINGS-7 p.m.-9 p.m.
SATURDAYS-'l 0 a.m.-4 p.m.
SUNDAYS-Self Service

COLLEGE PLACE

LAUNDROMAT
Kathy Paar
Courson

Judy Snyder
Stephens

Lynn Waterson

Middleton

The Losers-.
The annual Homecoming queen has been chosen. These women were nominated by Central
dorms to represent them in the contest. They are representative of the beauty at Central. The
19 candidates were narrowed down to five finalists, (see page 1) from -which the Home.
coming queen will be chosen next week.
(Photos by John Gladney)

.THANK YOU for your welcome to our
new store.
We plan to continue giving you .
the latest in styles and the quality
of nationally advertised brands at
prices 40-50% below regular suggested retail prices.
rake ~dvantage of these
SATURDAY SPECIALS

19 PAIR CUTOFFS-Reg, S600value s200 .
38 PAIR CORDUROY PANTS-Reg. s1000 Value s4oo
NOW

8th & Walnut

Next ·to Arctic Circle

ALL RECORD ALBUMS
MONO
or
STEREO

::~79

3.19

5

CHARGE IT!

JUST ARRIVED .
HUGE SELECTION OF STEREO
TAPE CARTRIDGES
ALL AT LOW DISCOUNT
PRICES

Now

JUST ARRIVED-1967 Model one piece
two pie~e swim s~its.
STOP IN
AND BROWSE

'THE WISHING WELL
Hours: 10-6 _M onday thru Saturday

~nd
401 No. Pearl

417 N. Pearl

Let's Get Out Of Vietnam

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Winston Church111 once described the Soviet Union as "a riddle
within ail mystery shrouded 1n enigma." Such a phrase could
equally well be applied to our present policy in Vietnam. It ts,
further more, an entgma which is costlng the United States thousands of dad and wounded, friendship around the world, and ap.
proximately thirty b1Won dollars a year. The cost to the United
States however, is little compared to the death and destruction
which this country ls presently responsible for in Vietnam.
We annually destroy thousands of acres of crops and natural
foliage to "deny sanctuary" to Viet Cong. Not only does this des.
truction cause starvation and ha.rdahip for the present inbabi·
"'t ants of Vietna,m, but it ls likely to upset the natural hi.lance of
that country's agriculture for yea.rs.
However, the United States is responsible not only for d8stroy.
1ng valuable crop lands and forests, but, and far more appalling, it ls responsible for the displacement and death of thous.
ands of innocent people. One only need look to the so-called "re.
settlement progranis'' and 1ndlscrimlna.te bombing of "suspected
Viet Cong" strongholds for proof of this wanton death andclestructlon. This country b&u-s the terrible burden of knowing that
it is responsible for the destruction of a natl.on.
The question then becomes, why are we there? With so much to
do in our own nation to solve the problems of the ghetto, the schools,
and the welfare programs, why are we laying waste to a natl.on
halfway around the world?
Rusk, Johnson, and McNamara say that we are protecting the
freedom of South Vietnam, that we are stemming the ti.de of communism, that we are protecting the borders of other Southeast
Asia.D natl.ODs and in so doing, protecting our own borders. Let
us 8X2.Dlin~ each of these arguments on their merits.
First, we are told that we are defending the people of South
Vietnam from aggression. Yet, we find that, according to the
Geneva Agreements of 1954, (an agreement neither we nor our
puppet Ngo d1nh Diem signed, but which the then Amhl.ssa.dor
Walter Beddell.Smith and later Dean Rusk said we supported)
there were to be not two Vietna.ms but only two zones which,
through internationally supervised elections, were eventually to
be united again. However, this was not to be. Prior to the time
the elections were to be held in 1956, Diem called his own elections, which were then rigged. and notWed the world that there
was no need to hold further elections because the people had their
way already. The United States supported Diem in this action.
Thus the war was and is a civil war between two zones of one
natl.on and not an international war as, at times, the Adminlstra. ·
t;ton would have us believe. As to the charge of agression from
the North, it is interesting to note that as early as 1958, Diem
was training and sending into the North g\lerilla teams to topple
the government of Ho Chi Minh.
In that second area oi arguments put forth by the adminlstra.
·.tion, we find the mistaken belief that China is somehow going to
swoop down on the Vietnamese once they go communist and trom
there go on to conquer all of Southeast Asia and eventUally the
world. The whole idea ls patently absurd. In the first pJace,
Hanoi has done its best to play China off agalnst Russia in their
current ideological dispute, and currently accepts far more aid
trC>m the Russians tham from the Chinese.
Secondly, about the only thing that is holding China together
right now is the prescence of half a mUlion foreign troops near
her borders. Finally, we should not overlook the fact that the
·Vietnamese and the Chinese have been traditional enemies for
centuries.
Thus, we are lead to one unmistakeable conclusion; the United
States must first stop the bombing of the North; it must then rec.
ognize the Viet Cong and enter into negotiations with them and
the Hanoi government with an eye to a withdrawal of American
forces ''with all deliberate speed."
We believe that in no other way can the United States act hon.
orably and justly, both to the people of Vietnam and to its own
people at home.
i

SGA Came Through
At !~:e_~.• 'f ednesday afternoon former presidential press secretary:pt~'f SaUnger informed SGA's Marc McBride he would·
aot 1"' able to address Central students Friday.
_
Rather tlan "throwing in the towel'' and leaving the cate un1lllecl, (as many student government assedations would ha.ve
done) SGA oftlcials Jabored dWgently into ·the wee hours of the
morntng to secure a nn attraction. They were successful.
Anctrn'Jliu:rier Wm: app•r.
.
we tb1Dk their extended etfort reflects the high caliber of stu.
dent representatives leading SGA.
We're lucky to have -am.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, .STEVEN L. MILLER; MANAGING EDITOR, LARRY llJ;!RROUGH;
ACTIVITIES EDITOR, MARLENE BLOOMQUIST; SPORTS EDITOR, CHRIS .FRUITRIC.H;
BUSINESS MANAGER,
SHARRON THOMPSON;
ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE,
RICHARD WRIGHT.
Published wffkly on Fridays during- the oc:odemic year except
during examination weeks and holidays by students of Central
Washington State College. Printed on the Record Press. Entered
as second class matter at the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg, Wash.
98926. Editor, Ste"Wen L. Miller. llsns. Mgr. , Shoron Thom~n.
faculty Advisor, Douglas A . Lang . Offices in Somuelson Union
Building. Telephone 963-1201. Views express_ed are those of the
student staff, not neceaarily of Central Washington State Collge ._
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Doctor Mohler
Records Past
Central Years

Nor

TO-N1TEl-S10NEY HAS 5E£N 5UL.L.E'N. c.YNICAL AND 1N
A GENERAL NA'STY MOOD- SO HE' THOUGHT /-IE Sl-\OULO TAK'G
ADVANTAGE OF IT ANO GIZA.Df;; PAPE~ iHIS EM:NING. 11
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Clockwork
To the Editor: ·

Since these meetings are for
the students, we feel that the
chosen time is very poor, and
I wish to register a complaint
would like to see it ch~ged.
about the lack of unity displayed
Curbstone is of benefit to the
by campus classroom c1ocks. students, but only the "priv·
I am fed up with leaving one _ileged ones" who are not in
class room at five minutes to class from 1·3 p.m. are able
the hour, walldng next door and to attend.
finding myself five minutes late
What about us interested ones
by the clock there.
who are unable to attend because
I'm not the only fellow fooled of the time?
by clocks; one of my profes~rs
is consistently five minutes late
Linda Mock
for class and excuses himself
Jennie Moore Hall
by saying that his office clock
does not agree with our classroom time piece. Most of the
students in this class have been To the Editor:
As members d. Kennedy Hall,
able to adjust their time sched·
ules to that particular cl~k, we need not defend our orientabut the professor keeps coming tion procedures, but we feel that
we should explain what occurred
in late.
It's about time that somebody in our dorm.
we did not "haze" the frosh
tries to co-ordinate campus
clocks. Maybe it could be the ·members of the dorm for two
subject of the next faculty senate main reasons. First, we believe
meeting, or SGA could approprl· 'that we are attending Central
ate funds for the Job, or the to get an education. It was an
AFROTC could use the situ~on integral part of our orientation
to display their tactical eff1· to discuss living in a dorm and
what it means to attend college•
clency.
on second thought,. don't let Secondly, we maintain that the
the AFROTC change the times purpose of orientation is to unite
because they use some kind Of the dorm through integration of
different time · keeping syste.m class members, not through sep.
that even halt of them don't aration.
"Hazing," we Judge, passibly
lUlderstand.
Somebody, though, should try creates resentn,.ie~t against the
the frosh
to correct Central's time lag. upper ciassmeri .·
instead of creating respect. Up.
per classmen must, ·we feel,
John Dennett
earn respect from frosh by way
Quigley Hall
of example, not intimidation. we
also worider how anyone can
Judge our orientation procedure·
To the Editor: -·
-·
if he in perjonage has neve1 ·
We, as students of cwsc, experienced it . . By the same
would like to voice our opinion · token,'judglng another's procetJ.
on a certain function d. Central. ure . or its effectiveness ls not '
We, as others, would like to our part.
attend the Curbstone meetings,
Orientation can serve to proJMJt because of our class sched- mote (and it has) sptr.it plus
ules are unable to do so
unity in Kennedy Hall.
we feel that u the time ' al.
Sincerely
the meetings could be changed
The Kennedy Men
from 1-3p.m. to ·7.9 p.m. more
Ron Donaldson
Intere sted students would be able
(Chairman)
to attend.

On Hazing

1

w

Curbstone

"The First 75 Years," de.
scribed by its author as "a
not really official history" of.
central, was released recently ..
Dr. Samuel R. Mohler's book
is available at the College Book
Store.
The historical study of Ceo.
tral was begun 20 years ago
by Dr. Mohler, a member o!.
the history faculty for 25 years.
Originally planned as a short
periodical article, it grew to
more than 3 50 pages.
'
"I didn't really work on it
for 20 years, though," Dr. Mob.
ler commented.
"Sometimes for a year at a
time I wouldn't touch it. Other
times, I would just say, 'What
the heck, it will never be piblished;' and quit working on it
for a while."
The book traces Central from
its conception as a two year
· normal school in 1891 to its 75th
anniversary. It has a supple.
ment of faculty biographical and
autobiographical sketches tn.
eluding professors st111 on cam.
pus.
Mohler admits he ls awfully
glad to have the book done.
"If I had it to do over again,
I don't think I would start,"
he added.
"It would have been much
easter to write a history ot.
another institution where I
wasn't personally involved with
the f acuity and friends."
"Besides, I could probably
write two or three other books
in the time it took to write this
one.''
With his long time project
finished, Dr. Mohler has more
time for his nearby cabin, or.
chard, garden, fishing, and wood
shop. He is also teaching a
U .s. History course and a Latin
Amert~ republics class.

Peace Rally ·
Set For Oct. 21
A peace rally ls scheduled
after the football game at the
athletic field, according to Rev.
Phil Hanni, campis minister.
The "Speak-out" is in conjunction with National Peace week,
which officially ends Saturday.
Three speakers are scheduled
to precede discussion and sing.
ing.
Gabbrtel Stasny, Central fac.
ulty member in the anthropalogy
and Political science depart.
ment, wtll speak on "An lllegal
War" centering around what she
considers to be the illegali~y of
our presence in Vietnam.
The second speaker will be
R. J. Gonzalez of Central'sEng.
.Ush department who wlll speak
on "An Immoral War."
Also speaking wlll ~e Ralph
Anderson, a Central student
whose present draft status is
.t hat of conscientious objector~
whose topic ls "On Being a
Conscientious Objector."
The rally, which is in con.
jlUlctlon with stmtlar ones on
the West Coast, w111 present
a petition to Senators Jackson
and _Magnuson condemning the
war.

SOUTHEAST
ASIA
TODAY

BY REV.

Indonesia Demonstrates the Power of Dissent
For this reason, the United States needs to
assist these areas as a real friend in raising
their standard of living. The U.S. needstohelp
in reforms that are needed, rather than acting
as a dominating power for democracy.
'

VIEWS SP~IT
The Indonesian students' view, like in many
of the countries we visited, was split on the
Vietnam issue. In Djakarta, I asked students
if they would have wanted United States inter•
vention in case the communists gained the
upper hand. They said, ''We need your economical assistance, but we feel our political
affairs are our own business." '!bough these
students strongly believed in democracy, they
opposed our stand in Vietnam. They felt only
an economic fence could stop communism and
a military fence would only invite it.
In contrast, the students we met inBangdung,
which is about sixty miles from Djakarta,
strongly favored our stand tn Vietnam. They
believed we were the only country strong enough
to stop communism and therefore it was out
duty. The students used an · analogy when
describing Vietnam: If someone falls into a
swimming pool .and cannot swim, someone who
can swim must save him. Therefore, the U.S.
must save Vietnam.
In Bangdung, we were asked a (Jlestion
in the minds of many foreign students. They
as1ced: "You have had two hundred years to
develop democracy in your country. Why then
are there riots and why isn't everyone free
and equal? Do you really have the democracy
that you preach?"
Next week I will write on my experiences
in Vietnam and hopefully answer Mr. Mans.
field's l~tter to the editor. If you have any
questions, please, call 32208.

Contributors

MO-USE
BREATH
BY JOHN JOHNSON

LBJ Disowns Dean's Daughter
The following is an imaginary telephone conversation
between Dean Rusk and LBJ. Rusk has called Lyndon to
inform him of his ·daughter' E marriage to Guy Smith.
LBJ answers his phone at the ranch:
"Hello, this is the Almighty and Most Wondrous ruler.
Oh, hello Dean. What is it now? I told you that I didn't
want to hear anything more about those stupid riots. You
say that your daughter got married. Wonderful! Who's
the lucky man? It isn't that damn Hamilton is it? Will
you speak up, we've got a bad connection. Smith, eh.
Good name. Almost as common as Johnson.
What's that? You say he's a dullard. Well, don't feel
too bad, Dean. My daughters didn't hit the jackpot either.
Oh, not a dullard. He's what? Yes, I remember my civil·
rights speeches. I've told you not to believe everything
that you hear. Of course, I believe in civil-rights. All
my slaves • • • er, servants are colored. But married?
Do you know what this might mean? What did the press
say? They were pleasant and happy for the couple? It's
a trick. A dirty, RelX!blican trick. They'll wait to election
time. Oh well, maybe it'll all blow over by then. What?
Just in time for the grandchildren? Oh, no! Well, 1t could
be worse, I suppose. She might have married a Kennedy.
I warned you though. I told you not to send her to college.
I told you that she might learn something. What, you say
he's headed for Vietnam? On helicopter duty? Fine.
Goodbye, Dean."
. "Hello, operator. Get me Bob McNamara."
"Hello, killer, this is the king. Say, I've been wonder.
ing, why don't we step up our air war over Hanoi? Yes,
and especially the helicopters. How about having them
drop hand grenades from about ten feet? You like it?
. Fine, start immediately."

HANNI

Vietnamese Offer Alternatives

BY TOM MORRIS

Indonesia, because of its recent political
struggle, was an extremely interesting country.
Students in that country demonstrated the real
power which students posseEs in trying to
shape the world they will live in. They illus.
trated the importance of the power of dissent.
When Indonesia was threatened by communist
take-over the students organized themselves
into a group called K. A. M. I. (Indonesian Student
Action Front). 'nrls organization protested in
mass the moves of Sukarno toward communism.
When one of their group was killed during
a demonstration outside the palace, almost
every student turned out to march in his
funeral. Although it was a hot day, the students
bravely marched in protest.
This demonstration caused a sudden change in
the scared poi:ulation of Djakarta. They shed
their fear, and began coming out oftheirhomes
to join the students bi the common cause of
freedom.
COMMUNISTS CHALLENGE
we had the pleasure of talking with some
of the KA.M.I. leaders stlll active in shaping
the new Indonesia. Twelve of them have been
appointed to the national assembly by Suharto.
Many of them are working in civil service
trying to raise the standards of their people
and improve~ their government. We asked
them if they felt the communists would become
a threat again. Their answer ottered an im·
portant insight to the communist challenge. They
stated that it depends on the economy. If it
does not improve, the communists will gain
power.
People turn to communism, not because of
communism, but because they are upset .with
their system. If people can't get a fair shake,
then they are naturally going to turn in some
other direction.

~HIL

ROGER DAVIS, Muzzall
sophomore, is majoring in
polttical science. He intendf!
to become an attorney.
TOM MORRIS just returned
from a 22-day tour of South._
east Asia sponsored by Peo.
pie to People.
REV. PHIL HANNI has d&.
grees from the University
of Kansas (AB), Kenyon Col.
lege (BD), and Yale Univer.
wity (STM).

By REV. PHIL HANNI
I want to engage my readers for one more week in
some further considerations of the Vietnam dilemriia..
My major concern in these remarks has to do with the
lack of support in South V tetnam itself for the current
American policy .and alternate possibilities.
Either we have forgotten, or not been told, that the
military junta formed by Ky iE comprised almost entirely
of men who were agents of the French milltary when
that European power was trying to thwart the drive for
self-determination a few years back. It is rather incred·
ible that we cannot even support those who have a history
of seeking self.determination for their own country, but
cast our lot with those who joined the French in the
m111tary campaign to frustrate the drive for self.deter.
mtnatlon in their own country.
Surely this helps account, partially, for the lack of
support shown Ky by the non-Communists, especially by
the Buddhists and the students.
HUMILIATION BORNE
For the way thts war strtkeE a non-Communist Buddhist
leader~ I direct you to the paperback, "Vietnam: Lotus
In A Sea of Fire," by Thich Nhat Hanh. Here he dis.
cusses the humillation currently being borne by the vast
number of South Vietnamese who are opposed . to both
the Communists and the current LBJ.Ky policies. Because
of American intervention they are forced to sit back while
the very persons who Joined hands with the French to put
down nationalism are themselves in control. To add to
this hum111ation, the current policy of these men is in
fact doing tragically little to stoJ> Communism.
OPPOSITION PROPOSES
What does the South Vietnamese oppos1t1on propose?
1) The U.S. accept the fact that Ky and Co. are unaccept.
able to the majority of non-Communist South Vietnamese.
2) Creation of a government representative of the political
and religious groups. 3) Stopping of all bombing by the
U.s., refraining from offensive action, and requesting a
cease-fire from the N.L.F. and North Vietnam. 4) Respect
the new government's attempts to negotiate for the with·
drawal of U.s. forces if the government so requests.
5) Urge the new government to negotiate with the National
Liberation Front tor the withdrawal of North Vietnamese
troops. 6) Freedom of the new government to negotiate
with Hanoi over establishment of trade and diplomatic
relations.
The major suggestion here ts that there ts in fact
another possible political base to be utilized-it is not a
matter of choosing between a Communist political base
or a neo-colonialist political base, but of allowing the
non.communists who have struggled for self-determination
to come forth as the political base.
Knowing something of the long Vietnamese struggle, it
can also be suggested that such a government would not
be cordial towards China, but v.rould strive for tmependent
nationalism. Whether such a proposal ts viable ts unknown
at the moment; but, having seemingly reached an imva.sse,
it surely behooves us to consider alternatives comingfrom
the Vietnamese themselves.

;
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NUTS

and
BERRIES
BY ROGER DAVIS

Credibility Gap Centers On Romney Position
Top national Re1X1blicans cringed; Democrats
smiled without knowing why; flag wavers sat
horror struck; and printing presses hummed
as Republican Governor George Romney al·
most committed political suicide. Romney's
charge of brainwashing .by the m1litary and
the state department about Vietnam, sent many
Re1X1blicans in search of new candidates.
The popularity polls showed great drops
in Romney's standings among the voters. All
of those disenchanted with the Johnson admtn.
istration might ask why.
Romney's statement brought the scandal of
the lack of reliability of the government's
statements into full light. While there had
been doubt before about the authenticity of
some government releases, there had not
been much play uatll the top prospect of the
Republican party staked his chances on being
honest with the electorate.
What happens when a nation's populace loses
faith in their government? In less stable COUD• ·

tries the answer is almost always a revolt.
But here in the United States the · result is
some~vhat less severe. The administration in
control is merely voted out of office.
This will be the probable result in 1968
as the American people go to the polls. This
particular prediction is keyed to the cred.
tbility gap, but it is a safe bet the Johnson
administration is in trouble anyway.
The credibility gap loosely translated means
there is a lack of believability to the govern.
ment's statements. In this case the lack
centers around the war in Vietnam.
Americans are getting tired of having to
sort out what to believe about the U.S. post.
tion over there, not to mention what our men
are doing and are having done to them •
In all truth, Romney's position as a candid~te
should be strengthened as the voters begin
to realize his claims mig'lt be true. It's
kind of nine to find an honest candidate who
says what he means before he wins the elec·
tion.

...

Foreign Studenls Find New Home At Central
HAVE YOU
ORDERED

YOUR
1967-68

Central Washingto
· ~oJ.
lege is playing ho...
, a total
of 28 international ~,. . ign stu.
dents and 24 Canadian students.
out of these intc::-'""l~~"nal stu.
dents there is a total of· 21
men and seven women.
These students come from
countries all over the world,
including Sweden, Cuba, India,
Jordan, Africa, Germany,
Greece, Arabia, Iran, Marshall
Islands, Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, Thailand, Philippines, Tat.
wan, and the East Caroline Is.
lands. Some faces are famil..

iar, whlle others are new to Cen.
tral this year.
ASIAN ATTENDS
Among these new students is
Edward Lau, a freshman froll'.
Hong Kong. Ed is living in
Beck Hall this year, and his
major is Biology. He decided to
go to school in the United States
due to the lack of schools in
Hong Kong. Just happening to
find a catalog to Central, he
decided to see what it was like.
He attended a private school
in Hong Kong and had eight
years of English before coming

11;;.>.
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Hall Examines Fringe-of-War·
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Countries in Southeast Asia
"Burma, Malaysia, Cambodia,
and Thailand are closely related,
yet quite different, especially
in politics," Fran William Hall
saJ.d, speaking ontheFourFaces
of Southeast Asia.

The
cost is $7 .50
which includes a portrai·t for the booi<' s
album section.
Po r t r a i t appointments made at Modern
Photo's Plaza
Branch. Take along
you" receipt from the
Cashier when mak ing
your
portrait
appointment.
No sales or portrait
appointments a r e
made at the HYAK-)C
EM office in the Student Union Building. '

shown. The occupations of the
people were explained, and com•
ments were made as to the
type at government practiced by
e-a ch individual country.

With so much interest focused
on ·v1etnam, other Southeast
Asian countrl~s with situations
of equal importance are sometimes obscured in the news
media, Hall said, attempting to
shed some light on these fringe.
of·the-war are!lS.
Cambodia was shown as a
friendly country, small in size,
and run by what Hall called,
"the equivilant to a king."
Burma, which ls currently a
very depressed area with its
wars ls surrounded by a bamboo
curtain.
The most modern of the SouthEast Asian countries is Malay·
sla, a for mer part of the Brit·
ish Empire. This is the rubber
capital of the world, and ls ln·
habited by Muslims, Buddhists,
and c hrlstlans.
"Thailand is the loveliest
country of all. I would Uke to
go back someday if I ever have.
the chance,'' Hall said. Thailand
holds one of the leading posi·
tlons in Southeast Asia.

C·

Students who were
unable to purchase
a 1 967 -68 HY AKEM
Yearbook during fall
quarter regist"ation
may order a copy at
the Cashier's Office
in Barge Hall.

Canada, living in Hitchcock Hall.
She is majoring in Home Eco.
nomics and decided to come to
Central for a more specialtzoo
field in Home Economics in the
education program.
Sue feels that the Canadians
and the Americans don't differ
tbat much except for a few
things. For instance, soccer is
played up in Canada instead of.
football. She also feels that the
American does not know enough
about his neighbors.
CANADIAN COMPARES
Sue likes Central very much,.
our neighbor to the north, can.
mostly because of the friendly ,
ada, has sent central 24 stu. atmosphere of the campus ·and
dents.
its students. She hopes to grad.
Among them is Sue Pazurik, uate from Central and return to
a freshman from Trall, B. C.~ · .Canada to teach.

to the United States. Ed likes
Central very much so far, anrl
likes the friendliness of the
students, but sometimes has
trouble with the American ac.
cent. He enjoys his classes and
professors, and hopes to earn
his Masters and Doctorate be.
fore going back to Hong Kong.
The only thing Ed can't get
used to is the food, and he
admits that it just isn't like
home cooking.

In the film, the homes and sur·
roundings of the people were

,r:

FRAN WILL~ HALL
uThalland lovely country •• ''

I oAv·s lmake a great week
Why live plain? Live!
After all, you're only on campus once (hopefully)
then it's a bit of a climb to Off-Campus VIP.
Now, enjoy!
And be quality about it. Only Day's makes sport
casuals and slacks from the finest fabric:s and is so
picayunish about their famous fit . It's individual
because, frankly; you are. Put some great Days in
your week, now! At quality fashion stores everywhere or write Day's, Tacoma. Washington 98401.

Lash Interviews Students
Dr. John Lash, Dean of stu·
dents at Texas Southern University, wlll be at Central Monday
to interview applicants for the
Texas Southern • Central exo
change.
Students applying are: Herb
Myers, Anna Brueske·, Jeff
Sandox, Cliff Stevenson, Van
Johnson, ArtShaw,GregConyne,
Richard Co Locke, Chris Held,

THETAV
HAPPY
HOUR
·s :30-6:3o
·Mon~ay

thru Friday

(Ask_About Stein Club)

Bill Armstro~.
Ron Prynne, Don Martinson,
Gordon Harper, Diane Fllgstein,
John Chadwick, John Hughes,
Tom Van Woerden, Rita Philip,
Maureen Schroder, Betty Linn,
Lenda Sutten, Ken Eddy, Carl
Butler, Randy Leifson, Ruth
Hainer, Barbara Beane, Lonnie
Summenr, Pat Cha.Pman, and
Bob Ramstead.

Wachs Wields an 'Empty Hand'
Professor Jacques Wachs is a
small man physically in propor.
tion to other men on campus.
Wachs speaks in a mild tone,
softly, and with a definite French
accent. The French, as YoU may
have heard, often have the rep.
utation of being lovers, but not
fighters.
Despite what ts mentioned·
above, to quote a colloquialism,
''I don't want to mess around
with html" Why? The reason .
is that Professor Wachs, mild.
'mannered . French . professor,
holds a Green Belt in Karate.
A Green Belt in Karate may
not bold much significance right
now, but if you were to stroll
up to Nicholson Pav111on on a.
Tuesday or 'I1lursday between 7 ·
and 9 p.m., you might be able
to get a fair idea of what a Green
Belt means; and for that mat.
ter, what Karate itself means•.
Karate is believed to have been
started by a Buddhist monk bl
Judta.
The word Karate means
''empty hal)d,'' in Japanese. The
name emphasizes the fact that
no weapon ts used. Inste.ad,
the Karate-man uses his hand;
fist, fingers, elbow, feet and
head to strike his opponent's
weak points.
STYLES COMBINE
Through the years, Karate has
been practiced in many styles.
Isshtliryu Karate, developed by
a man called Tatsuo Shim:ibuku,
'ts a form which combines all
the different styles into one.
A school or dojo ot Isshinryu _
is located 1n Tacoma. It was
from this Dojo that the Central
Karate club was founded. Pro.
f essor Wachs ts the club ad.
viser and Stephen Gray, holder
of the · coveted Black belt in
Karate, is the chief instructor.
The belts are symbolic of the
degree of efficieney of which a
person has attained. The first
belt is white, then comes the
Green belt, the Brown and ftnal.
ly, the Black.
currently, the only member of ·
Central' s Karate club who is a
holder of the Black belt is the ,

club's tnstnictor ~ Stephen Gray.
The reason for this is that the
B~clt belt ts very difficult to _
again, and the Karate club has
only been 1n existence for hre

Jf!arS.
CENTRAL COMPETES
Becoming very active 1n the
last year, members from Cea.
t.ral have begun to compete 1n
various Karate championships.
The next contest for the club

will be held in the Seattle Arena.
Sunday, Oct. 22.
In Tacoma last May 22, at the
Northwest Karate champion.
ships, Central' s club was named
as the -group displaying "the
best example of sportsmanlike
conduct." Although many peo..
pie think of it as a sophisticated
way of street fighting, sports..
manship is one of the things a
student of. Karate learns while
practicing the art.

SP-ECIAL RATES ON
PARTY ORDERS
CALL FOR
tREE PELIVERY

OPEN MONDAY
THRO THURS.
3:00 P.M.
FRI., SAT., SUN.
11:00 A.M.

DISC'S
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Phone 925~~660

TO

OPEN ''llL
12 MIDNITE
SUN. TO THURS.

YOUR ROOM
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2:00 A.M •
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with the Master's touch
as modern as tomorrow.
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PLAZA
RECORD
SHOP

15 % DISCOUNT

Candy Jr's
Jerri Laurie
Miss Ami
Maggi Stover

TO ALL S.G.A. CARD
HOLDERS ON

For Homecoming

• DEVELOPING
• CAMERAS
• KITS
• ACCESSORIES

• FILM
• PORTRAITS
• FLASH BULBS
• GODGET BAGS

MARGARET'S
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The Le~end Of The West

DAVE'S BARBER SHOP'

SAUNA BATH
OPEN EVENINGS
LADIES MONDAY 4-9 P~M.
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NINE
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UNDER
ONE ROOF

Professor Relates
African Adventure
Sogge said, adding that most
"Give them half a chance' and
the ants will take over Africa," · of the f_:uropeans and East
George Sogge, professor of
Indians live in homes like these.
The Sogges lived ln Blantyre
industrial arts, said.
which ls the only real city ln
Sogge, his wife, Jeannette, and
Malawi. There were afew paved
their children, David and Ellen,
streets and the town had a new
spent three years ln Malawi;
electric power plant. Located
Africa working for the State
at an elevation ol 3500 feet,
Department.
· Sogge worked as a teacher and
the Sogges explained that the
climate was much like that of
educational consultant for a poly•
technlc institute being bullt with
southern California.
U.S. foreign aid. As a branch
The Sogge' s daughter, Ellen,
of the University of Malawi,
presently in junior high school,
the school wlll train natives to
attended a Brltlsh·style school
instruct their own people, accor· ' for Europeans.
ing to Soggle.
SON WORKS
"Our son, David, was just out
ANTS CLEAN UP
Mrs. Sogge explained that the
of high school when we left.
natives let the ants do their He liked it (.Africa) very much;"
housecleaning. A.nts travel ln
Mrs. Sogge said.
David held a number of assort·
ed jobs. He worked as a 'part.
time librarian ln the University
of Ma1awl library, corrected
papers for a correspondence
school, and took pictures for
a missionary which enabled him
to do a lot of traveling.
"In his spare time, David
went crocodile hunting and hitchhiked into the Congo," Sogge
commented.
The Sogges explained that they
"The
were · very isolated.
CRIER took two months to reach
us," Mrs. Sogge said.
"It was a tremendous experience, but it was good to.. get
back to Ellensburg,'; Sogge con.
eluded.
JEANNETTE SOGGE
"ants do housecleaning •• ''
such great numbers that they
look like "a wide black ribbon."
When they come, the natives
simply move out their belong.
ings. The ants pour in and
carry out every little insect
and morsel of food in the hut.
Then the people move back into
their clean homes, Mrs. Sogge
continued.
"We were very fortunate to
have a good house with running
water . and electricity," Mrs.

Barto Schedules
Blood Letting
October 30, a blood drive wm.
be held at Barto between the
hours of 10 and 2.
Students under 21 wishing to
donate blood must have a release signed by their parents
unless they are married or are
ln the _ service. Releases may
be obtained in the dormitories
or from the SGA office.
Students donating blood should
have the meal preceding the hour
they give blood as free d. fatty
foods as possible.
"Participation in the past has
not been as successful as could
be expected from a school this
slY.e. This ls a chance for
responsible students to partlcl·
pate," Dennis Hamilton, SGA
president, said.

Grant Aids Biology

DR. GEORGE SOOGE
"tremendous experience •• "

These U.S. Air Force officers are
getting what they want out of life.
You can be one of them.
What are they doing? They are performing
a job of importance. Hour after hour. Year
after year. Many of them will serve for 20 or
more years. The fruitful part of a man's life.
Will yours be fruitful and creative?
Or just spent?
You're going to college to do something
constructive, important. And you can be sure
of it, in the U.S. Air Force.
Start now in the Air Force ROTC program
on your campus. Your Professor of Aerospace Studies will explain the variety of
career opportunities. Pilot. Navigator. Engineering. Science. Administration.
If you get in on it, you get paid to be part
·of the most exciting technological breakthroughs of all time. You'll become a leader,
an officer in one of America's most vital
organizations ... the U. S. Air Force.
You can be part of the Aerospace Age
when things are most exciting ... at the begin-

ning. While you serve your country, the
whole universe will open up to you.
There's a 2-year Air Force ROTC program,
and the 4-year program has new attractive
financial assistance provisions.
Lots of men waste their working years.
~ut you don't have to be one of them.
r------------------~

:
:

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box A, Dept. CP-710
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
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WITH PURCHASE OF REGULAR HAMBURGER

NAIL POLISH
39t

DRIVE-IN .(Just ~ast The Underpass)
908 E.· 10th

PHONE
CHOOSE COLOR 925-1679
FROSTED OR
5-7 P.M. ·
OTHERWISE

925-5900
SINCE 1868 .

WATKINS
FIRST IN _HOME SERVICE
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LARGE PEPSI
TO ALL WILDCATS

An $18,200 grant has been
awarded to central' s department
of Biology by the National
Science Foundation for a 2-year
study of a Northwest salamander
complex.
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SPECIAL PRICES ON:
FLUID MAKE-UP
SHAMPOOS
EYESHAWDOW

LIPSTICKS
HAIR SPRAy (NON-STICK)
SCENTED SOAPS

Anyone can

QUartet Personifies Enthusiasm
By MARLENE BLOOMQUIST
Activities Editor
Arms, heads, and feet move
1n enthusiastic rhythm as th&
Philadelphia String Quartet con.
centrate on their music •
Stopping at a weak spot, going
back, playing it again until per.
f ected, the four individuals worJr:
as one at the thing they love,
music.
The clock ticks away. They
work on. It's twelve o'clock.

•

With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface permits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Depa_rtments.

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.®

Want a c·are·er?. tTh1ff~ t,,

EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSflELD, MASSACHUSEITS
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GO WHERE THE

ALAN IGLIZIN

The four get up, stretch and
relax. It's interview time.
_
Charles Brennand, cello play.
er, smiles apologetically.
"I can't stay for the inter.
view. .rust tell them I love
the Pacific Northwest; I love
Central Washington; I love the
students; I'm a great guy; and
I have an appointment."
With this he waves good by
and hurries out the door.
The remaining three chat, putting away their instruments.
"We were all members of the
Philadelphia orchestra.
We
loved to play chamber music
and play for fun. We started
playing new music that was made
for four, not just an •orches..
tra," Alan Iglltzin, viola player
said.
"We found enthusiastic audf..
ences that increased in size
over the year, until we came to
a point we were so busy as a
quartet we had to make a cho,ice,
either the orchestra or the quar.
tet. And here we are," Iglitzen
continued.
Veda Reynolds and Irwin Ef..
senburg, both violinists, com·
plete the foursome.
nie quartet ts in residence
for the state colleges. "We
spend one week of each quarter
on each campus,'' Iglitzin said.
During this time the Quartet
gives two concerts, several lee.
tures, recitals and classes on
chamber music. They meet with.
the college orchestras and per.
form with · the college f acuity.
Brennand and Iglitzin both have'
three children and Eisenburg has
two.
0

·MONEY SEEKERS
Serivce Your Dorms
With Personal Toiletries
And Earn A Good Wage
. PHONE 925-1 679
5-7 P.M.

with over 1100 stores from coast to coast
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• IN GROWTH...Grants sales since 1950 have
jumped 260%, topping all major chains!
-• IN OPPORTUNITIES ••• This rapid growth
means more new jobs! Grants appointed
about 190 men to store management last
year, and promoted about 390 men who
were already Store Managers. Men completing Grants Management Training are
assured of appointment to store management rank. The average time is 4 to 5 years.
And, you earn while you ·learn!
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dynamic BiC Duo

i) writes first time,

WEBSTER'S

l!Very time!
Bic's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again in
um~nding war against
ball-point skip, clog and
smear. Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BIC still writes
first time, every time .
And no wonder. Bic's
"Dyamite" Ball is the
hardest metal made,
encased in a solid brass
nose cone. Will not skip,
clog or smear no matter
what devilish abuse is
devised for them by
sadistic students. Get
the dynamic BIC Duo at
your campus store now.

·RESTAURANT
AND

BRAND ROOM
WHERE·SWEECY'S
WILDCATS MEET
SEY.EN DAYS A WEEK

'fil;!U}
·-SEE HIGHLIGHTS OF ·

WATERMAN-BIC PEN CORP.

·w iLDCAT FOOTBALL ACTION
WEEKLY WITH COACH TOM PARRY.

• IN INCOMES •••. Grants has ttie highest incomes in the distribution industry! $25,000
a year is a realistic goal for anyone entering Grants Management Training Program.
Men managing our large volume stores earn
from $35,000 to ove.r $50,000.
INTERVIEWS Monday, October 23rd
Sign up in the placement office &
pick up ''GRANTS-CA~REERS IN RETAIL.
MANAGEMENT''

I had to get to like it," lg.
litzin commented.
"The members of the Quartet
like all types of music • "We
recorded 'My Fair Lady' with
Nat King Cole," Iglitzen said.
"We can play anything you
put before us," Eisenburg con.
ttnued.
With instruments put away~
coats in hand, the three bid
a fond farewell and left for
lunch.

Afiendish torture

.

GO WITH THE ONE THAT'S OUT FRONT •••

EEENBURG

Despite

-:i

W. T. GRANT
COMPANY

"When we all get together it:
makes up quite a gang," Eisen.
burg said.
"My wife always wants to come
along, but it isn't possible. our
f am111es have come along on a
few international 'tour s,'
though,'' Eisenburg said.
"My kids are nutty about the
Monkees. I've got rock and roll
music blaring six hours a day.
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Blakeman Seeks Individuality
"This stuff is for people who
are important. I feel I'm important to me but not to everyone
else," Mrs. Marguarite Blake.
man said about her interview.
The new head resident of Hitch.
cock Hall, Mrs. Blakeman, who
prefers to be called Mrs. "B,''
came to Central -from Marlboro7
New Jersey, where she work0d
in a mental hospital for over
19 years.
Going back to college.after her
children were grown, Mrs. "B" '
received as a graduation gift
from her four children a watch
upon which was engraved "To an
exceptional Mother from four
exceptional children."
"Before I had gotten through
high school, I had attended school
in 23 different states. But you
know, I think this is good be.
cause you become more flexible
and you can accept people from
different localities," Mrs. "B"
explained.
Mrs. "B" considers herself
an individual.
"For a woman my age I think
I'm abnormal. I don't live in
the past. What I do today doesn't

depend on the past. I stm have
an enthusiasm for living. For
a woman 60 years old this is
an abnormality,'' she exclaimed.
"An individual is born _the
same as an apple, or a coco.
nut, or a pear, but people can
pick their destinies. They don't
just have to fall with a plop in
one spat. I don't want to lose

my individuality," Mrs. · "B"
said.
Last April, Mrs. "B'' decided
to travel.
"I drove across the continent
alone. When I reached the P~
cific Ocean, I turned right and
landed in Seattle. In Seattle, I
read the advertisement for this
Job, so J applied aild hereiam,"
Mrs. "B" said.
It wasn't until recently that she
could eat with the crowd at
Holmes dining hall. ''Now I'm
becoming institutionalized,'' she
concluded.

'Sadie' Hoes-Down
Munson will spansor its annual
Sadie Hawkins dance Saturday
from 9-12 p.m. 1n the SUB Ball·
room.
Games and the crowning of a
king and queen will highlight
the evening.

,

Encyclopedia Of
Religion

Encyclopedia Of The Arts
MARGtr.ARITE

BLAKEMAN .

The Doge's Palace
Greek Scufpture

The Roffler

The American West

Sculptur-Kut
· Techni'q ue

Old Ship Prints
Natural Histories
A Book Of Chinese Art
Complete Works Of

Appointments

Wil I iam Shakespeare
Picasso's World Of
Children.

925-5141

Modern Sex Techniques·

. ,Look sharp with the Razor Cut. Call shop, 9255141 for .additional Information.

Lic~ri's

Barber Shop

In The Elton·Hotel

Grimm's Fairy Tales
Logan's Erotic Poetry .
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0neampu1~~
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

. THERE ARE NO BAD TEACHERS;
THERE ARE ONLY BAD STUDENTS
The academic year has only just begun and already
one thing is clear: you're not ready for college.
What, then, should you do? Should you throw up your
hands and quit ? I say no! I say you must attack, grapple,
cope! I say America did not become the world's leader in
motel construction and kidney transplants by running
away from a fight!
To the question then: You say you,' re, not ready for college. You're too green, too naive. You lack maturity.
Okay, the answer is simple: get mature. How? Well
sir, to achieve maturity you need two things:
a) a probing mind;
b) a vest.
A probing mind will be quickly yours if you'll remember that education consists not of answers but of questions. Blindly accepting information and dumbly
memorizing data is high school stuff. In college you don't
just accept. You dispute, you push, you pry, you challenge. If, for instance, your physics prof says, "E equals
me squared," don't just write it down. Say to the prof,
"Why?"
This will show him two things :
a) Your mind is a keen, thrusting instrument.
b) You are in the wrong major.
Ask questions, questions, and more questions. That is
the essence of maturity, the heart and liver of education.
Nothing will more quickly convince the teachers that you
are of college calibre. And the tougher your questions,
the better. Come to class with queries that dart and flash,
that make unexpected sallies into uncharted territory'.
Ask things which have never been asked before, like
"How tall was Nietzsche?" and "Did the Minotaur have
ticks? If so, were they immortal?" and "How often did
Pitt the Elder shave?"

Great Scotti You haven't got time to be reading a list. Time's awastin'I See you at
Jerrol's!-

SALE
OF FINE
s1 oo

FOREIGN AND . DOM EST.IC
AUTO. SERVICE ·

.sms
.,-

Autobiographies • Anthologies
Historical • Art • Religiou • Nature
Science• Dance• Cooking• Beauty
Children's Books• Fiction

(Incidentally, you may never know the complete answer to Pitt the Eider's shaving habits, but of one thing
you can be positive: no matter how often he shaved and
no matter what blades he used, he never enjoyed the
shaving comfort that you do. I am assuming, of course,
that you use Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, a
logical assumption to make when one is addre~sing college men-which is to say men of perspicacity, discrimination, wit, taste, cognizance, and shrewdness-for
Personna is a blade to please the perspicacious, delight
the discriminating, win the witty, tickle the tasteful,
coddle the cognizer, and shave the shrewd.
(I bring up Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades because the- makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel
Blades pay me to write this column, and they are inclined to sulk if I omit to mention their product. I would
not like to see them unhappy, the makers of Personna,
for they are fine ruddy men, fond of morris dancing and
home brewed root beer, and they make a blade that
shaves closely and cleanly, nicklessly and hacklessly, and
is sharp and gleaming and durable and available both in
double-edge style and Injector style.
(And from these same bounteous blademakers comes
Burma-Shave, regular or menthol, a lather that outlathers other lathers, brother. So if you'd rather lather
better, and soak your whiskers wetter, Burma-Shave's
your answer.)
But I digress. -We have now solved the problem of
maturity. In subsequent columns we'll take up other issues, equally burning. Since 1953 when this column first
started running in your campus paper, we've tackled
such thorny questions as "Can a student of 19 find happiness with an economics professor of 90 ?" and "Should
capital punishment for pledges be abolished?" and "Are
room-mates sanitary?" Be assured that in this, our 14th
year, we will not be less bold.

* *

*

© 1967, Max

Shulman

The makers o/ Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades
(double-edge or Injector) and Burma-Shave (regular
or menthpl) are pleased (or apprehensive) to bring you
another year of Max Shulman's uninhibited, uncen·
sored column.

STUDENT DISCOUNT·
ON GASOLINE
WITH ANY

01~

Sporting Life

CHANGE

Chris Fruitrich .

conventional lube iob
tire rotation
front wheel bearing pack
brake adiustment

SPORTS EDITOR_

·Chuck's Richfi~ld
Servic8· 925-5546 '
·'·

During the course d. the
Hawaii football game Ce'°-tral
lost two and possibly three
·of its starting team members
to injury. TWo Ot these,John
McKinstry and Dave Cottman,
will be lost fo' the remainder
of the Wildcats' season. The
othe~ possible loss ls that
of Jim Gray.for the Western
game.
The loss of players from a
team's starting lineup ls nor·
mally, and sometimes quite
aptly, viewed as THE disaster
of the season by the press
and public.
What the press and public
tall to realize ls that on:

It doesn't have t~ be. Wi~h NBofC's Daily Interest, at 4~;er
annum, your savings build muscle faster-:-work day m ·and
day out! Interest is computed daily, COJllpounded and paid
quarterly. Start a savings-building course right .away!

NOC

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
JACK REITSCH, Manager, Elle~~rg Bror1ch, St~ o~d Pearl ·"

BOOTS SAY A . LOT
ABOUT A MAN·
a man

has a mind of his own ... thet he

is rugged ... that his life is exciting.
He knows what he wants and how to go about
getting it.

this rule. having. recently lost
their Starting center.
As a noted small college
coach puts it, ''You hate to
see that (injuries) happen.
But you have to realize that
this is part ol the game ot
tootball.''
Football is a game of
violence. And to hope for
violence without injury ls to
wish for the moon. Injury
has to be accepted by ·the
players and coaches of ~ ·
game. As our ~oach put it
once, "Jf you don't like ltget the Hell out."
UCLA coach Tommy Protho
once said ·to his team before.
the beglnnq ol a season •.
"We are not looking for elev.;
en playe~s .who wlll play ball
when ='flley are feeling good.
We are looking for eleven
men who will play ball when
they are not feeling good.''
So injuries ARE a part of
the game of football and they
will happen. The job of -the
public ls to realize this fact
and adjust their emotions to
it.

P.E. students,
.is your savings account a 97 Jb. weakligg?

Boots say that

Curtis Hahn has been named
head gymnastic coach at Central
this year. Hahn replaces Richard
Aronson who was head of last
year's gymnastic club.
Gymnastics was recentl)'
named a major varsity sport at
Central and Hahn has a full
schedule slated for the Wildcats.
Noted opponents will be the Uni.
versity of Washington, Washing.
ton State and the University of.
Oregon4
Hahn attended Indiana State
University where he received
his B.S. in 1966 and his ·M.S.
in 196 7. He was a member o!
the Phi Epsilon Kappafraternity
and participated on the gymnas.
tics team_. He competed in all
events and specialized on the
side horse. In 1964, he won the
NAIA championship in that event.
Although Central' s gymnastic
team wlll face a full schedule~
they won't compete in a league.
This ls because Western Wash.
ington and Whitworth do not
·have varsity gymnastic · teams.
The gymnastic team will have
12 meets including anintcsquad
meet on November 25. Three of.
the varsity meets will be held
here. Hahn stated that he wanted
to see Central students at as
many meets as possible. He
also said, "Even though our re.
cruiting program wasn't really
started, there are still some
fine gymnasts enrolled in
school.''
- The Central gymnasts will
meet the University of Oregon
Ducks in the first of three inter.
scholastic home meets on De.
cember . 2. Other home meets
will be against Washington State
University on January 6 and
Eastern Washington January 25.

By

You get your choice of
the following services

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

Hahn Appointed
Gymnast Coach ·

The

John McKinstry
lost for season · ·
virtually every squad there
are over fifty ball players
most of whom have been play·
lng the game for several
years and many of whom could
be counted on to step into the
holes created by an injured
starter . .
Another lmPortant point the
general public seems obllv·
tous to ls that almost EVERY
team ls slowed by injuries
by the mid-season mark.
Western ls no exception· to

Table Tennis
Begins Oct. 25

Dave Coffman
casualty of the game
1; - ·

r

.

l

The Men's Intramural Assocfatlon wm sponsor a table tennis tournament beginning October 25. Anyone interested in
participating in the tournament
must sign up at the MIA office
no later than 5 p.m. tonight.
Last year's tournament was
cancelled due to lack of interest.

That's why so many men choose Acme boots.
They ~now the style is tops, the fit is perfect, the
wear is. long and comfortable, and they like the image
his boots create.
Come see our broad selection of

Acme boots. Wear a pair (or two
ii you can stand the exciteme\t).

Roug~outTop

&Bottom

s1199
GOid, Green

& Tan

Mills Saddle N Togs·
Complet"- Western Outfitters .
4th & Ma--962-2312

BIG J A&W
1003 S. Main

INTRODUCES
CHUBBY CHICKEN
·2FOR1 SALE
Clip Coupon

Order 1 Chubby
Chicken Dinner
Get 2nd One FREE
Offer Good Oct. 23 And 24

At Central Tori1orrow. . .

Excellent Field Vies In Invitational
Eastern Washington, and Cen.
tral. With the. exception of St.
Martins and Eastern, the teams
are fairly well matched.
The individual f avorlte will be
Jerry Tighe of Whitworth. Jn
the same class with Tighe are
Sam Ring Of central and Jerry
Bamberg of Seattle Pacific.
, ,,
The third division will be the
Freshman and Junior College
Division. Schools in this divi.»
sion will be Green River, Yak,.
ima, Shoreline, Spokane, High·
line, Columbia Basin, St. Mar.
tins frosh, University of Wash.
ington frosh, Washington State
frosh, and Central frosh.
The team favorite is the third
division wlll be Highline and the
individual favorite will be High.
liner~
Joe Baisch. Chastng
Baisch will be Herman Atkins
of Shoreline.
The meet wlll begin at 11 :or
tomorrow. All divisions will
start at the same time and finish
at dlfferent places.

Many of the finest long dis.
tance runners in the Northwest
wm be here tomorrow when
Central plays' host to an invitaio
tional cross country meet at the
Elks Golf and Country Club tn
Thorp. .
·
This year, for the first timep
there will be three sePara.te
divisions. The first will be the
University Division consisting
of the University of Washing·
ton, Washington State and Oregon

Idaho 90, Whitworth 107, Central berley was 24th and Mark Henry
120 and Northwest Nazarene 158.
was 29th. Terry Kelley rounded
Eastern Washington and theUnl. out the top five Wildcat runners
versity of Oregon did not have coming in 3oth. Connie Englund
five runners placing.
and . Dale Shea ran but did not
Gerry Lindgren of Washington place.
State was the individual winner~
Central coach Art Hutton said
finishing well ahead of the rest that the team worked hard before
of the field. Cougar Gary Vin- the Idaho meet and did not get
cent came in behind Lindgren 1n enough rest. He followed by.
second place. Runners from
saying he hoped · for a big im• .
Eastern Oregon came 1n third proveme.nt in the Central InvL.
and fourth. Jerry TigheofWhit. . tational. "'lbe invitational will
worth came in fifth.
be the only cross colDltry meet
!being held here all year so this
RING LEADS
Sam Ring was the leading nm. · :w111 be the only chance Central
ner for Central, coming in 15th. students will have to see a
Steve Kamp was 22nd, Dale Ab- meet,"- Hutton concluded.

steve Camp
Fast Freshman

CENTRAL FINISHES 51H
On Saturday, October 14, Cen.
,tral finished fifth out of eight
teams at the University of Idaho
Invitational. Team scores were
Washington State 35, University
of Montana 57, University o!.

co\\ege

Sam Ring
Under 20 minutes

·lJlaster
' '

FIDELITY UNIOftflFE
INSURANCE CO •.

State. Washington State, with
top rmmers in Gerry Lindgren
am Rick Riley, will be the fa.
vorite in the first division.

COLLEGEMASTER

LINDGREN ENTERS .

Guaronteed ·by a top com-

Lindgren, who participated 1n
the Olympic Garnes in 1964, wlll
. be the individual favorite in the
first division. He ls the defend.
tng NCAA cross oountry cham.
pion and last spring he won the
.three and six • mile races at the
NCAA track finals. Riley and
Gary Vincent wlll be a strong
supporting duo to back up Lind.
gren.
The second division will be
the College Division. Schools
entered in the second division
will be Portland State, Seattle
Pacific, Whitworth, St. Martins,

'.J>Gny ~ - .

'No war cl au~

:f''xdusi.ve benefits at speci'al rates

'. Pre~ium -deposits deferr8d
;~~ritil .Y~U are ~~t of school·

~.

w. "Bill" Rolcik

. CollegeMa~ter ·

· "-epr.•_~ntative
.$04 E. llth

962-9292

-47· CJ5 Jeep with cab
.............. $445
64 .Mercury 2-Dr. Hardtop ....... •t 695
'.

Automatic,

Po'wer

Steering,

Radio-Sharp Carl

New
·
Ra,,id·Shave®lime...

66 Comet Fordor power brakes, radio, automatic • • '1995
.ft~ . _Qld~ 2-Dr. Hgrcltop .......... 5 1095
Automatic,

power steering and brakes

· ·

·

64 Chevrolet II Nova . . . ~ . . . . . . . '1 29 5
Super Sport, bucket seats, automatic floor shift, radio ·

"'

66 Ford Custom 500 ............ '239 5
. Fordor,

autOinatic,

R.dio,

~- car warranty. - .
.

--

..

62 Chev Impala 2-dr. H.T.

auto., steering, radio

63 Thunderbird 2-Dr. HTP. . ...... '1695
Radip,

~

pc;_;...

iteering,

automatic,

I~ a MJhole new kicl<

···

clean . .

.

.falcon Club Wagon .......... '1395 .

·4-si>eed,

racfio, - po-r steering

65 M~stang 6-cy1., J-speed ...................... '1695
63 Comet 5-22 2-dr. H.T....... .. ...... .$1095

Kelleher Motor Co.
6th and Peart

Phone 92..5~.1408

i11 shavins ! ·

.!Pok for the nme-gteen can
©1967, Colgote-Polmolive Company. See "The Flying Nun," Thursday evenings, 8-8 ,30 NYT, ABC·lV.

LIME, REGULAR
AND MENTHOL

Central Grid Team Seeks Elusive Third Win

Central' s road weary gridmen
return home this weekend still
seeking their third win of the
half.spent season. Their quest
may look somewhat easier in
light of the fact that they have
bested their oppanents, Western
Washington, 31-0 in an earlier
season game.
Coach Tom Parry Is some.
what wary about overconfidence,
however, because of his team's
upset loss to lowly Whitworth.
Western has a decisive victory
over the Pirates to their credit
this season.
"They will definitely be a
tougher team this time," com·
mented Parry.
Most of the early season problems in the western camp cen·
tered around the loss of NAIA
All • American halfback Steve
Richardson to graduation. Rich·
ardson's replacement,freshman
Mike Palmer, has had some
problems rounding into the col·
lege Potential he 'is touted to
be. Several other holes in the
line had to be filled by inexperienced men for the Vikings.
Probably the only significant

holdover from last year's West·
ern team is the passing battery
of quarterback Pat Brewbi to
end Dave Weedman. Brewin was
last year's third leading passer
in the Evergreen Conference.
Weedman, in addition to his pass

catching, was named to last
year's all conference defensive
team.
Game time is 1:30 p.m. at
Central's Tomlinson Field.
Participants and spectators
alike should find that the game

tomorrow will provide several
surprises-not all of them to
the liking of the Central partl·
sans.
In a game last week under
the lights in balmy Hawaii, Cen·
tral drew first blood but even-

tually succumbed to the over·
powering size ot the Hawaii
Rainbows. The final score of
that contest was Hawaii 30, Cen·
tral 7.
Halfback Dennis Esser took
a first quarter handotf from
quarterback Butch Hill and·
scampered 33 yards to pay dirt.
Hill's point-atter kick put the
Wildcats ahead by_ seven points
where they stayed until the second quarter.
In that fateful second quarter
Hawaii quarterback Dick Hough
hit end Larry Schultz on a 37
yard scoring pass. Soccer-style
place kicker Wilson Fatahefi
added an extra point and a field
goal giving the Rainbows a 10·7
halftime lead.
Central and Hawaii fought
through a scoreless third quar·
ter. but -the Rainbow's size began
to tell in the fourth period and
~entral was tapped for 20 points.
Hough ended up the hero for
Hawaii passing for two touch·
downs and running for another.
He completed nine of 18 passes
for 119 yards during the course
of the game.
SCORING
Central
7 O 0 0- 7
Hawaii
7 10 O 20--30

Grief Shows
central coach Tom Parry, circled by his
players in a recent practice session, re·
fleets· on his face the grief of three con·
secutive losses and the possible loss of
a conference title. In the Wildcats' most

recent game the University of Hawaii Raln·
bows took a 30-7 decision from Central in
the Islands. Other defeats came at the hands
d. Whitworth, 21·0, and Eastern, 25~21. ·

TIPS FOR USING YOUR
CWSC RESIDENCE HALL
TELEPHONES

Cent.-E sser 33 run (Hill kick)
Haw .-Schultz 37 pass from
Hough (Fatahefi kick)
Haw.-Fatahefi 37 FG
Haw. - Reynolds 1 run (kick
_failed)
Haw. - Schultz 22 pass· from
Hough (kick failed)
Haw.-Hough 1 run (Rodonipass
from Hough)

r• ..:e:::..c.::,::,--·-• ....-·
1 sPOITS

:
Campus Numbers ......... ... .. Dial last
five digits
Repair Service ..... ...... .... ... ....Dial 0
Campus. Operator ........ ... .... .Dial 0
Ellensburg Operator ...... ... ..... Dial 7
Ellensburg Information ..... Dial 411
Time of Day ............... ... ..... Dial 611

I! i\
I

-~y
~~:>

LONG DISTANCE
For person to person, station to station, colled
and credit card calls:
Dial 0 (Zero) plus AREA CODE plus SEVEN DIGITS
1. Long Distance Calls cannot be charged-to any Campus number·
2. Long Distance Calls can be made as follows:
1 • Collect calls to outside numbers
2~ Through Credit Card. (See Ellensburg Telephone.Co.)
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DIDN'T
: KNOW

ELLENSBURG
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I

By Ken Marsh

:

Could you imagine the manager of a pennant-winning
baseball team saying he did·
n't want his team to play
I in the World Series!. • •
I Did you know such a thing
' I once happened? . . .It was
• in 1904. • . The Giants won
I the National League pennant
I but their manager, John Mc·
I Graw, refused to let them
I meet the American League
I winner• the Red Sox. . •
I World Series tickets were
I not always hard to get .. ·
I There was a World Series
~ · game in Detroit in 1908 for
I which only 6,210 fans showed
I up. • .That's the record for
I the smallest attendance in
I history at a World Series
I game.
.
Of all the pitchers in base•
; ball history, which one would
. you say won the most World
1 Series games?. . .Answer
: is Whitey Ford who over the
I ~=:s~o~ ~total of lOSeries

I

I
I
I

!
1
I

•
:

I

1
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I
I·
I

I

I
I
I
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I

I
.
I 1 bet you didn't know.
I Cricketeer has won the Casi well·Massey Awardforexcel-

I

• lance in design in suits and
spartcoars for the last 3
. ~years in a row. We have I
I our-· largest selection yet of R
, Crisketeer clothes for the I
II young man on the move.
I

I
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Women's Athletics Undergo Changes·
By CHRIS FRUITRICH
Sports Editor
'11lis is the first of a series
of approximately eight articles
dealing with the women's atb.
letic program at Central Wash.
ington State College. The cover.
age will deal with both. intra.
mural and extramural oompeti.
tion and will attempt to cover
all aspects of the games.
Women's athletics got their
start in this oountry right arouI¥i
the turn of the century. At that
time these sports were constd.
ered to be "sissy'' in nature
and of no real spectator value.
Generally the games were just
played for the enjoyment of the

few women who wished to par.
ticipate.
By the early twenties, how.
ever, the games began to take
on a different significance. Many
of the girls who played the games
of this time playe<l hard, some..
times in a blood-thirsty fashion.
From this short era in worn.
en's athletics there grew thi-ee
major consequences: 1) The lay.
man's impression of the woman
physical education major as a .
monster in a skirt; 2) a spec.
tator interest from the blood.
loving .American 1X1bllc; ·and 3)
a generation of administrators
of sports which does as much
as it . can to keep women's ath.
lettcs out of the ~bllc eye.

DEAD WOOD HURTS
Central's Dorothy Purser, an
assistant professor of physical
education and coach of Central' s
field hockey and basketball
teams, sees this third conse.
qtJence as the most detrimental
to the women's program nation.
ally.
"We must eliminate this ad.
ministrative 'dead wood' if a
women's athletic program can
really begin to work in the
United States," commented Miss
Purser.
Miss Purser went on to say
that · without the examples o!.
women athletes, such as Wilma
Rudolph, the national program
of athletics might still be in
the "dark ages."
What Miss Rudolph, and otb.
ers like_her, did was change the
public image of the woman atb.
lete and make her f eminin~
again. Women athletes are def.
initely more feminine than in
the early years. The foreshad.
owings of those years have all
but disappeared.
As an example of this return
of femininity to the games it
could be pc)inted out that this
year's Miss America, who could
be regarded as somewhat fem.
inine, plays first base for a
Kansas City softball team in the
spring and summer.
Along with the feminine trend
in women's athletics is the trend
toward the thinking athlete. Many
of the really top.flight women in
sports today are very intelligent
in classroom as well as on the
playing field.

ORDER EARLY
FORHOMECOMING
PHONE

925-2166

10. N. Ruby Just 3 Blocks From Campus-Free Parking'

-.'Fri. & Sat., Sh0ws-Fron?·7:00; Sunday From 4:00
Week Nights 1 Showing Only At 7:30 (Plays First)

JOHN

WAYNE

·-

+

KIRK

DOUGLAS

INTELLIGENCE STRESSED
"You give me a girl who is
intelligent, who can think on the
court," said Miss Purser, "and
I'll give you a really excellent
athlete."
Because of the emphasis on
intelligence and femininity in
the Central sports program,
Miss Purser pointed out, phys.
ical education majors from here
are preferred three to one over
any other college in the f?tate
for teaching positions.

Women's Coach
Miss Dorothy Purser, women's field hockey coach, husiles
down the field after the action in a recent practice here
at Central. Central, under .the direction of Miss Purser,
has been a perenial field hockey power in the northwest.

FREE.SHOE CATALOG
MAIL COUPON BELOW
You are invited to receive without any cost
or obligation a colorful 200 page catalog
with over 400 styles of shoes for the entire
;family, from $495 9nd up. Widths from AAAA
. to EEEE Western-Wellington-Boots-Slippers-Sandals·- Hose.
j

Save 20% or more on your shoe needs.rmJ·-~-~--..--<8·~ COUPON ~---~~~~,

~

Jean J.:.Burroughs
:
I
Ortho-Vent Shoe Company .
1
~
P.O. Box ~231 Maple Valley, Wn. 98038 I
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Please send me a catalog without
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THEIR GOD IS
SPEED ... TH El R
~ PLEASURE AN
'ANYTIME'

Pierre Poops Out, Hatcher Pops In
Andrew T. Hatcher, former as.
soctate press secretary to Pres.
idents John F. Kennedy and Lyn.
don Johnson, wlll replace Pierre
Salinger, former press secre.
tary to Kennedy and Johnson
who was scheduled to speak at
Central tonight.
Salinger has a back injury,
making him unable to continue
any of the scheduled college
tour.
Mark McBride, SGA executive
vice-president, was notified late
Wednesday of Salinger's injury.
At noon yesterday he was as.
sured that Drew Ji>earson, noted
news columnists, could come.
At 1 :00 p.m. the phone rang and
to McBride's dismay Pearson
cancelled.
After another half-hour's work

Hatcher was contacted and he
accepted.
Hatcher is especially suited to
f111 in for Salinger because he
was salinger' s associate and has
also filled in for Salinger at
similar engagements, Robert P.
Walker, president of the Amer.
ican Program Bureau, said.
Hatcher, a 42 year old Negro
and World War II veteran, serv.
ed as assistant labor commis.
stoner of California before he.
accepted the pasition with Ken.
nedy in 1960. He has been act.
ive in California governmental
affairs and in national civil
rights programs.
Hatcher was instrumental in
the formation of the civil rights
acts under the Kennedy admin-

· ·~·

istratlon, according to Salinger.
Hatcher's speech will be con.
cerned with the Kennedy years
and after with emphasis on the
civil rights aspect.

but••. Say it early!

ORDER EARLY for Homecoming.

Hatcher's journalism career
has been high-lighted by an ed.
itorship in San Francisco and his
conduction of the press confer.
ence with Stalin's daughterwhen
she first arrived in the United
States.
"I feel Hatcher will be an es.
pecially interesttiig speaker be.
cause he has Salinger's backll'
ground and because he is 2'.
Negro he will be more compe.
tent to interpret the civil rights
movement,'' McBride said.
"And I'm sure glad it's set.
tied," McBride concluded.

Phone

~R~E Delivery

·ELLENSBURG FLORAL SHOP·
Downtown Location Next to Post Office

ean Wise Announces Drug Committee Members
Members of the Drug Advisory
Committee have been announced
by Dr. Dop Wise, Dean of Men
and chairman of the committee.
The committee will represent
both the community, the students

oung Demos
eek Change
"The Democratic party has
degenerated into a country club
spirit with its only purPose being
to enhance the comfortableness
of its leaders," according to a
resolution· presented at the
Young
Democrats
meeting
Thursday, Oct. 12.
The resolution was presented
by Rob Tucker, steve Dudley,
and Bruce Colwell, who are
"fed up with a party that does
not recognize the proble~s of
1968, and which in turn forces
people to work outside the Polit·
ical system to cope with these
problems."
The Vietnam war, the initial
reasons for pallcy examination,
led to the resolution, accord·
ing to Dudley.
The resolution suggested there
be a critical examination of the
party palicies and those who
seek office on the Democratic
party ticket, refusing to have
the election of men by party
designation alone as their only
ends.
The re solution showed the
Democratic party as not provid·
ing a means to recognize problems and solutions to problems
of today.
In conclusion, the resolution
said the party should seek new
ideas from individuals who have
examined our society and found
it wanting, regardless of their
past Political affiliations.
Acceptance or refusal of the
resolution has been delayed until
further discussion.
As a result of the resolution;
the Young Democrats held open
forum Thursday "to bring 1n
new ideas so the Democratic
party can once again be return·
ed to the people,'' according to
Rod Boyer, club president.

Certification Discussed
Teacher cert1f1cation will be
discussed at the Fall Eastern
Regional Conference of tlie Btu·
dent National Educational Association, oct. 28, at Columbia
Basin College in Pasco.
students wishing to attend as
a part of Central's delegation to
the conference should contact.
S.N.E.A.

and the college administration.
Members include Robert Hutcht.
son, city manager; Thomas Da,1.
glish, college attorney; Dr. Rob.
ert Miller, director of the coun..
seling center; the Rev. Al Lustie
of the First Baptist Church and
repres~ntative of the local min.
iSterial association; and Web.
ster Hood, assistant professor
of philosophy.

"We've been charged with a
specific respansibility,'' began
Dr. Wise, explaining the aims
of the committee. "We will in.
vestigate how other campuses
disseminate information to stu.
dents concerning their drug p0J.
icies.'' ·

Dr. Wise continued, "In makll'
ing any recommendations to
Dean Witherspoon or President
Brooks concerning the present
Representing the stu<lents will drug Policy, we will be most .
be Ron Prynn, vice president of_ concerned with the information
the Residence Hall Senate; Den. we acquire through our other
nis Hamilton, SGA president; committee respansibilities.''
John Powers, off.campus repre.
sentative, and Mary Ann Pillars
from Associated Women Stu.
dents.

The committee was formed on
recommendation of ·President
Brooks because of the narcotics
raid last spring.

92·5 -5558

TUES. OCT. 24
7-10 P.M.
DON'T MISS THE
"HAPPENING"
.OF THE QUARTER
·cARSHOW
FREE COKE
DOOR PRIZES
LIVE MUSIC
(No Less Than The Ever
So Popular Danny Ward
·Trio-Bu.s y Body One
More Time!)

ALL THIS
·SERVING YOO ••• .

FREE

CWSC STUDENTS
and F.ACUL TY.
--OPEN 'TIL 10:30 p.m.-.
Featuring•..

• BAR·B-Q BEEF SANDWICHES
• CHICKEN TO GO
• FISH & CHIPS .

.
,
s
WEBSTER

Bring Your SGA Cards
in today and pick up your
Free Tickets. HurrySpace,· Is Limited.

-Call Ahead For Orders To Go-

.

BAR·B-Q

- 925-9577

"Across From CWSC Campus.•• On Ith Street"

People. Come To College
To Gain More Knowledge
How 'bout A Cour,se In Chicken?
Don't ·Wait 'Til Graduation
To Learn About Pizza Mia's
Mouth Watering

TATER CHICKS

PHON~

925-1111

PIZZA MIA
"~est

Pizza In 'J'.own"-Across From Jerrol's

